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To

	

Lesley Stears

Company Gallaher

From

	

Simon North

My Phone Number

	

0171 292 4126

My Fax number

	

0171 292 4014

Dare 22.1 .99

Subject

	

Mayfair Lines

Pages including this

Dear Lesley

Sorry about screwing up the memory on your fax machine yesterday!

The lines that we have on the table at the moment are basically these ;

"

	

You don't have to have squillions in the bank to smoke 'em.
"

	

You don't need to be filthy rich to smoke `em.
(These two ran in the first burst)

"

	

Youdon't need to have pots of cash to smoke 'em.
(This ad will be our February poster)

"

	

Youdon't need to be a Hooray Henry to smoke 'em.
"

	

Youdon't need to be made ofmoney to smoke `em .
"

	

Youdon't need to be positively loaded to smoke `em.
"

	

Youdon't need a fist full of dollars to smoke `em.
"

	

Youdon't need to be rolling in filthy lucre to smoke `em .
"

	

Youdon't require wods of wonga to smoke `em.
"

	

You don't even need £2.79 to smoke `em.

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

As I said in my note yesterday our proposal is `Pots of Cash' becomes the first press ad to run in
February, and along side it I have two possible suggestions, 'Made ofMoney' and `Wods of
Wonga' .

Alternatively, we could re-run 'Filthy Rich' (it only ran in the press and not as a poster in the first
burst) . The net effect ofre-running this ad (because we would still need to supply New Black
Films) with a saving of£3,000 or £4,000 .

I'm about to jump on a plane but will call you early this afternoon to discuss.

With kind regards .

Simon North



FACSIMILE

To

	

Elaine O'Connell

Company

	

Gallaher Ltd

From

	

Simon North

My Phone Number

	

0171 292 4104

My Fax number

	

0171 292 4014

Dare

	

10 August 1999

Subject

	

B&H Rosebud
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Dear Elaine,

I trust things are going well .

CDP
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We have made a decision on the photographer / model maker for the 'Rosebud' shot.

(Following a chat with BJ last week, he askedme to continue to pursue the brief for a
final ad - and I aim to present something new in about a week - but he stressed that
we should continue with the production of 'Rosebud'. I get the impression that you
will both make a call on it once it is shot and finished .)

We propose to use a chap called Howard Bartrop, a young photographer who has
done Glamour / Fashion & Advertising. By picking a young photographer we achieve
two things - firstly a reasonable cost, and secondly more flexibility and control in the
shot (obviously something I am very mindful of in this instance).

The key thing for us is also getting the model maker going, as obviously we want
control over this, and I propose (if you are happy) that we commission this asap . Once
we have drawings and 'plans' I will come down and discuss the exact look .

The estimate is attached - as you will see our aim is to have a 4 day shoot (again giving
us control) at the end of the month. The model maker will need between 2 and 3 weeks
to do the job.

I'll give you a call later to discuss.

Many thanks

Simon North
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To

	

Jackie Stockman

Company

	

Gallaher Ltd

From

	

Simon North

My phone number

	

0171 292 4104

Myfax number

	

0171 292 4014

Date

	

January 21, 1999

Subject

	

B&H Big Pack Ads
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Dear Jackie,

The Benson's Big Pack Schedule looked like this :

First Appearance Title Format

CDP
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No new ads have been produced since then .

I trust that this is what you were after.

Regarding the image of 'Shaved Pack' I will be able to supply a Digital, High
Resolution CD by late morning tomorrow . Could I ask that you call one of my team,
Claire Lapwood on 0171 292 4126, to give her a delivery address.

Many thanks

Simon North
Head of Account Management

November 1st 1996 Primrose Hill Poster & Press
Beached Poster & Press
Post Box Poster & Press

anus 27th 1997 Wei hin Scales Poster & Press
Traffic Warden Poster & Press

March 16th 1997 Duck Pond Poster & Press
Fisherman Poster & Press

Ma 26th 1997_ Carousel Poster & Press
Security Light Press

August 9th 1_9_97_ Zebra Crossing Poster & Press
Covent Garden Press

September 27th 1997 Electrical Store Poster & Press



To

	

Lesley Stears

FACSIMILE

Company

	

Gallaher Ltd

From

	

Simon North

My phone number

	

0171 292 4104

My fax number

	

0171 292 4014

Date	January 21, 1999

Subject

	

Attached Mayfair Ads
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Dear Lesley,

Please find attached the original 10 recommended lines for Mayfair.

As you know 'Squillions' & 'Filthy Rich' have run, and our next poster - up on Feb 1st
will be 'Pots of Cash'. I suggest that we also run this ad in the press .

I have two possible suggestions to run along side it :

1) "You don't need to be made of money to smoke 'em"

2) "You don't require wads of wonga to smoke 'em"

I'll call before lunch to discuss.

Kind regards,

Simon North
Head of Account Management

CDP
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Alternatively we could re-run "Filthy Rich" - as it only ran in the press and not as a
poster . We would still need to supply new black films to each publication (new Health
Warnings) but the net savings would certainly be into the £1,000s.



MEMORANDUM

To

	

Lesley Stears

fyi

From

	

Simon North

Date

	

February 1, 1999

Subject

	

New Layouts for Mayfair Press

Network number

Dear Lesley,

Thanks for your call on Friday, I enclose the new layout as we discussed.

Regarding the publications, we spoke to them all on Friday afternoon - and none will
guarantee that they can change copy this week (w/c 1st Feb), but all will run with the
amended copy from next Monday (w/c 8th Feb) .

(As you will remember we have bought most titles on a run of week basis, and their
,systems' are such that once the copy deadline is passed - 27th Jan for all but 2
publications - they become completely inflexible .)

That said we will be supplying new copy that will arrive with them tomorrow, and we
have asked every publication to change as soon as they are able. If we get lucky some
will, it is however, probably realistic to realise that most will not.

Any that do have been asked to inform us, - obviously I will pass this on to you.

I'll call to confirm you are happy with the newcopy early this afternoon.

Many thanks

Yours sincerely

Simon North
Head of Account Management
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To

	

Lesley Stears

Company Gallaher

From

	

Simon North

My phone number

	

0171 292 4104

My fax number

	

0171 292 4014

Date

	

February 26, 1999

Subject Mayfair
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Dear Lesley,

Good ride??!!

You'll remember that you briefed me on looking for some more Mayfair lines earlier
this week (just after you'd briefed one of our competitors!!! - stop it Simon!)
We've come up with a few more which we like :

Thanks

Simon North

You don't need to be made of money to smoke `em

You don't need to be rolling in it to smoke 'em

You don't need a cash windfall to smoke 'em

You don't need money coming out of your ears to smoke 'em

You don't need megabucks to smoke 'em

You don't need wedgeloads to smoke 'em

You don't need to be creaming it in to smoke 'em

I think of all that we now have on the table we would recommend the following:

Poster :

	

You don't need a stash of cash to smoke `em
or

	

You don't need to be creaming it in to smoke 'em

Press

	

Youdon't need a bulging purse to smoke 'em
or

	

You don't need to be made of money to smoke 'em

What do you think? I'll call after lunch to discuss

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE
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To

	

Mike Hall Taylor

Company

	

Gallaher Ltd
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From

	

Simon North

My Phone Number

	

0171 292 4104

My Fax number

	

0171 292 4014

Date

	

06 May 1999

Subject Lunch.. .
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Dear Mike,

I trust that you are well, and that both you and Claire are still enjoying parenthood!

As you are probably aware, we have been looking for a while now, at what we might
try to do immediately prior to an ad ban - in an effort to leave Benson's smokers with
as many fond memories of the brand's ATL communication as possible .

Though BJ had originally asked us to hold off from presenting our thoughts (when Mr
Brown decided to make the Budget increases immediate!) speaking to him yesterday
clearly he is now ready to see what we have .

The consensus of opinion was an 'informal' lunch her at CDP and he has asked me to
get in touch and organise a date . If feasible, from your side we would be hoping for
yourself, Elaine and BJ, from ours, myself, Chris Macleod and probably John McKie.

The best dates are currently looking like :
14th May

	

(though with the Golf I'm not sure . . ..?)
20" May

24th May
25th May
26 `" May
27th May

The ideal would be a 1300hrs kick off here at CDP, probably with a 1530hrs (?) finish .

Can I leave these dates with you andperhaps I'll give Janet a call tomorrow to see
which one looks to be the best from your side?

Many thanks .

Yours sincerely,

Simon North
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To

	

Patrick Billson & Lesley Stears

Company

	

Gallaher Ltd

From

	

Simon North

My phone number

	

0171292 4104

Myfax number

	

0171 292 4014

Date

	

April 6, 1999

Subject

	

Attached Mayfair Concept

Pages including this
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Team,

CDP
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Please find attached an ASA approved proposal for the Mayfair / L&B response ad .

We have tried to get the ASA to allow us to be a little more 'impolite' about L&B
(.. . ..overpriced Butler etc.) but they won't let us . As it stands though, I believe that our
proposal is pretty hard hitting and direct - in its price comparison. (Obviously we
would need to add a short * 'disclaimer')

We understand from the Media boys that L&B have 25x4s booked all of this coming
week and for the week after. (They also appear to have a medium / heavy weight poster
campaign running at the moment with the same execution) .

We propose that we should run the attached (at 25 x 4) this week & next (and over the
weekend) . The Account Man's media plan would look like this:

No

(Rupert will, of course, fine tune this on Tuesday morning and give us cost & cover /
frequency figures.)

I'm about all morning, but in a meeting 0900-0930hrs - I'll try you just before this and
then again once I'm free .

Many thanks

Simon North

The Sun 2
The Mirror 2
The Star 2
News of World 1
Sunday Mirror 1
The People 1



FACSIMILE

Pages including this
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Dear Marcus

CDP
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Please find attached the letters for the artists usage fees for the "Best of Hamlet"
mailer . These letters cover all the posters and TV except for Safari . I will send this over
tomorrow .

I have enclosed copies in the post . Please let me know if there is anything more I can
do.

With best wishes

Mark Phillips

33-34 Soho Square London W1 V 6DP
Telephone (Direct Line) 0171-292-4142

	

Fax 0171-292-4013

To Marcus Sandwith

cc

Company BLP Consultancy

From Mark Phillips

Fax number 0181 947 3700

Date 10105199

Subject Usage rights



Dear Liz,

Re : Hamlet Radio Scripts

CDP
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I attach five radio scripts for Hamlet which are currently in Creative Development.

I would be very grateful if you could have a look at these and alert us to any problems
as soon as possible, as final presentation is this Monday afternoon .

My direct line is 0171 292 4087. I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Tara Campbell Golding
Account Director

FACSIMILE

To Liz Graves

IX .

Company RACC

From Tara Campbell Golding

Fax number 0171 292 4087

Date 5th February 1999
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Dear Liz,

Re : Hamlet Radio Scripts

I attach an additional Hamlet radio script.

Once again, I would be very grateful if you could have a look at these and alert us to
any problems as soon as possible .

My direct line is 0171 292 4087 . I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Tara Campbell Golding
Account Director

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

FACSIMILE

To Liz Graves

CC.

Company RACC

From Tara Campbell Golding

Fax number 0171 292 4087

Date 8th February 1999
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Dear Liz,

Re: Hamlet Radio Scripts

I attach a proposed Hamlet radio script, for your attention.

Once again, I would be very grateful if you could have a look at this and alert us to any
problems as soon as possible .

My direct line is 0171 292 4087.1 look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Tara Campbell Golding
Account Director

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

FACSIMILE

To Liz Graves

CC.

Company RACC

From Tara Campbell Golding

Fax number 0171 292 4087

Date 12th March 1999



To

	

Sarah Clarkson

CC.

FACSIMILE

Company

	

Gallaher Ltd

From

	

Tara Campbell Golding

Fax number

	

0171 292 4087

Date

	

19th February 1999

Pages including this

Dear Sarah,

Re : Hamlet Radio scripts

As promised, I attach the revised radio scripts for final approval .

Please do not hesitate to call with any queries .

Kind regards,

Tara Campbell Golding
Account Director

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE



To

	

Sarah Clarkson

CC

FACSIMILE

Company Gallaher

From

	

Mark Phillips

Fax number

	

01932 832599

Date 28/04/99

Subject

	

Estimate for Al-Fayed tactical ad
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Dear Sarah

CDP
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Please find attached the preliminary estimate for Al-Fayed tactical ad . Obviously when
we know the full amount of publications we will update this to the final amount .

With best wishes

Mark Phillips

33-34 Soho Square London W1 V 6DP
Telephone (Direct Line) 0171-292-4142

	

Fax 0171-292-4013



FACSIMILE

Dear Sarah

Please find attached the estimate for the Mohammed Al Fayed Tactical ad . Please can
you sign and return it to me by fax.

I have also ISDN-ing over the "Cigar on the shelf" trade ad to BLP.

Many thanks and with best wishes

Mark Phillips

33-34 Soho Square London W1 V 6DP
Telephone (Direct Line) 0171-292-4142

	

Fax 0171-292-4013

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

To Sarah Clarkson

cc

company Gallaher

From Mark Phillips

Fax number 01932 832599

Date 17/05/99

Subject Tactical ad

pages including this 2
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To

	

Ann Hammett

Company

	

Gallaher Ltd

From

	

Tara Campbell Golding

Fax number

	

0171 601 3358

Date

	

23rd February 1999
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Dear Ms Hammett,

Re : Hamlet Trade Press ads

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

I am writing regarding our proposed execution for trade press ads for Hamlet cigars .
I attach the current layout which, as you will see, depicts a man holding a fan of £20
notes.

The attached ad will only appear in relevant trade press for the on-trade, publications
such as National Bartender, Publican, Food and Drink News etc. All such publications
range in size from A4 to A3 so the notes will always be substantially smaller than actual
size . All ads will appear in colour . There are no plans to use the attached layout for any
purpose other than the above, and, in the case that further plans are made, we will re-
submit the relevant material for your approval .

As ever, timings are incredibly tight and so I would greatly appreciate your comments as
soon as possible . I would be happy to courier a full colour layout to you for your final
approval upon request, should there be any concerns .

My direct line is 0171 292 4087.

I look forward to hearing from you .

Your sincerely,

Tara Campbell Golding
Account Director



February 1st, 1999

The Director
Concurso Internacional de Video
Habanos on the Threshold of the
Year 2000 International Symposium
Cuba

Dear Sir,

Gallaher Tobacco

Firstly, may I apologise the lateness of this letter . Unfortunately details of your video
contest have not reached me until today.

The reason for this short letter is to ask if it is still possible for my Clients, Gallaher
Tobacco, and specifically their Hamlet cigar brand, to be included in the spot ad
category of advertising campaigns for products .

We would like to enter a campaign of 5 commercials for the competition, their titles
being:

If this is still acceptable, could I ask that someone within your office contacts me in
order for me to arrange delivery of cassettes .

Many thanks

Yours sincerely

Simon North
Client Services Director

`Tennis'
`Venus de Milo'
'Pink Shiny Dome'
'Photobooth'
`The Wall'

Fax + 44 171 292 4014

	

Phone

	

+ 44 171 292 4104



To

	

Louise Harrison

cc

FACSIMILE

Company

	

The Literary Review

From

	

Simon North

MyPhone Number

	

0171 292 4104

My Fax number

	

0171 292 4014

Date

	

12 October 1999

Subject

	

Hamlet Bad Sex Ad
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Dear Louise,

Please find attached a draft of the ad that Gallaher are proposing we run in your
November & December issues .

Please don't hesitate to call if there is anything else that I can do to help.

Many thanks

Simon North
Client Services Director

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

As I say it is still in draft form - and has yet to be fully signed off by the Agency-that
said it is pretty much there, so any comments from your side could be feed into the
final copy .

I'm sorry that we had been led to believe that the CD was 18th - if it is today we are
obviously going to be a bit pushed - being able to ISDN it direct to your printer will
however help .
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To

	

Mark Rusher

CC

Company Bloomsbury

From

	

Mark Phillips

Fax number

	

0171 434 0151

Date 21/06/99

Subject

	

Hamlet Book
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Mark

Please find attached our proposed structure for the book . We have also included
suggestions as to celebrities who could contribute pieces .

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

As regards getting some idea of what the usage costs will be, what's the approximate
number of the print run? I know that some will be for Hamlet's use only but they will
still need to be included for the usage.

Speak to you later

Mark

33-34 Soho Square London W1 V 6DP
Telephone (Direct Line) 0171-292-4142

	

Fax 0171-292-4013



02 June 1999

Marcel Stellman Esq
By Fax
(We don't even know
your address!)

Dear Marcel & Jeannie,

A very short (and no doubt insufficient note) of thanks for hosting such an entertaining evening last
Friday .

It was great to hear Jacques play at long last - and I have to say it was the best concert that Tracy and I
have been to for many years (and that includes my favourite band ever 'Rush'!)

It was a tremendous idea of Jeannie's to meet at the Archduke - I'm only sorry that we did not arrive a
bit earlier and again apologise for being so late - and thank you again for treating us .

Jacques' band really are fantastic, I loved their obvious 'togetherness' and almost telepathic ability to
switch the melodies and baselines between them . The drummer was, as I mentioned at the time, quite
out of this world and I am slowly trying to replicate the intricacies of his Bolero - but as yet, to no
avail!

All in all the evening was a true feast for our ears and thank you so much for the invitation .

We had a excellent weekend on the Isle or Wright - apart form the fact that I managed to tear the
cartilage in my knee and so have to go into King Edward xii's this afternoon to have it repaired!

As I mentioned on Friday, we do have some plans for potentially ending the Hamlet advertising with a
bang (it looks like that nice Mr Dobson (!?) will push his Tobacco Banning Bill through the
Government next week) and if Gallaher give us the nod (not to mention the cash) I propose that you,
me and Jacques meet up to discuss the proposal.

This time however lunch will be on me!

I'll be in touch .

Again, many thanks for a superb evening .

Yours sincerely,

Simon North
Head of Account Management



My Phone number

	

0171 292 4104

My fax number

	

0171 292 4014

Date 17/12/99

Subject

	

Hamlet Radio @ Sporting Events

Pages including this
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Dear Paul,

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

Since we last spoke, and following a plethora of conversations with agents, we are
starting to get a reasonably clear picture of the anticipated costs for off-air usage of our
radio ads.

As there are no set presidents for such activity, it has been 'interesting' pulling all of the
agents in line, but I believe that we now have, with the following deal -

We pay each voice-over £500 . Once the 'impacts' of the ad increase above 0 .5m people,
we add £250 up to 0.75m people, another £250 for the next 1/4 million etc.

(We will judge 'Impacts' to mean 'one person hearing any specific ad on any specific
day' - so even if we play it every hour throughout the day, to the agents, we simply
claim that days attendance as our 'impacts')

Obviously this 'deal' all rather hinges on us hitting in the region of 1m people
throughout the year (- which I seem to remember being an objective from Sarah's brand
plan) - Is this still about right?

Regarding the ads, I have asked Tara to send over a tape of all that we have recorded
recently, but for ease of identification I have listed them below: (The number relates to
the number of voices - excluding the final V/O)

POW 'Escape Committee . . . . .a Robin Hood costume, a Panto Horse. . . .' 5
Therapy 'I'm an alcoholic.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . this is a yoga class'** 2
Damien 'Daisy . . . You'll have such fun in the city . . .Look after her Mr Hurst'
1
Gorgeous 'I want a man who can make love, hour after hour after hour after . . . .' 2
Horserace 'and it's Peterpiperpickingpepperaheadofshesaw .. . . . . .' 1
Economies `if you could learn to make love we could do without the chauffeur' 2
Last night ` . . . got your mum's bedroom tidied up .. . . I think you want my daughter' 2
Book 'wicked woman in your book, you dream her up?.. .my autobiography' 2

FACSIMILE

To Paul Stook

cc

Company Ignis Ltd

From Simon North



Dessert

	

` Lets skip dessert. . . .something special in mind? . . . No you're just fat'

	

2

(** This ad actually received a bucket load of complaints, which resulted in us taking it
off air two weeks into its three week run. I would recommend that we either don't use
it again or use it very sparingly! If, of course, Gallaher say OK.)

As you can see most of the ads have 2 voices and the final v/o. As far as the final v/o is
concerned he would get the same deal, but obviously more exposures .

I know that this looks all rather complicated, for which I apologise, but if, for instance
at Cheltenham & Doncaster we ran the following ads:

Horserace

	

1 xv/o

	

£

	

500

	

)
Last Night

	

2xv/o

	

£ 1000

	

) &final v/o £500
Gorgeous

	

2x v/o

	

£ 1000

	

)

The cost would be 3k, but we could continue to hit another 365k people before we
really attracted any more costs.

Does this help?

As I say this 'deal' is with all of the agents at the moment (can you believe that of all the
voices we have used during the last year only two are with the same agent!)

If it works for you I'll firm it up and get them all signed into it .

I can then supply you with Dat's of the ads - in what ever combinations you need.

I'm now back in the office, for the rest of this week - please give me a call once you've
had a look at the above.

Many thanks .

Yours sincerely,

Simon North
Client Services Director



Dear Phil,

CDP
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The first bit of good news is that Hamlet cleared up at the Arial Awards last night - we
won best campaign - best in Ad in Category - and best Casting! Not bad!

Please find enclosed a number of revised Radio scripts.

Unfortunately we found out this morning that Chris Tarrant can not do the
'Millionaire' ad . His Manager has told us that he is simply too busy to find the time .
We have responded by saying we will record it 'wild' after his radio show at Capital
Radio - but they are still saying no . I haven't yet got to the bottom of their real
reasons ie whether it is because it parodies 'his' TV show or some other reason - but I
think we are going to have to let it go .

I have therefore attached 'Submerged' 'Cough' & 'Bye Bye' and a rewritten 'Aliens'
and Torture. My recommendation, if you are happy with these is that we cast them all
with a view to recording them next week . We can then make a decision which ones to
drop then .

In 'Torture' we now use sound effects to make it clearer as to what's going on .

You will see that 'Aliens' is now written as a 40" - and we have dropped quite a lot of
the dialogue . The creative are keen to keep the 'You look fantastic' thought . . .but have
moved it on to saying `You look just like Caprice' (We know she will do it . . .)

Regarding the `Miniatures' work - we have given some thought to the notion of a sub-
line (as we discussed) and we would now like to recommend the following `structure'
to the ads:

Each ad has a 'Headline' ie
A more satisfying Miniature
A more impressive Miniature
A more rewarding Miniature

	

etc. . . .

FACSIMILE

To Phil Tritton

cc

Company Gallaher Ltd

From Simon North

My Phone Number 0171 292 4104

MyFax number 0171 292 4014

e October 20th 1999

Subject Hamlet Stuff

Pages including this



Each then also has a sub-line :
A handful ofindulgence - only £1.40*	(*at RRP)

(Obviously we've not yet 'lived' with this sub-line and may improve on it over then
next day or so . . .what ever happens though it is going to be along these lines .

I also include a copy of the brief. . .I understand that you asked for one yesterday.

Rupert and I have had a chat about the shape of the Media plan and have come up
with, what we believe is probably the optimum mix between titles, frequency & sizes.

This is also attached

	

- to run along side this schedule we would recommend 3 ads.
The production / supply costs for these will be in the region of £34k . We're therefore
looking at a total spend behind Miniatures of £407k. Does this fit with your plan for
Amber Leaf?

Please give me a call if there is anything more I can do to help .

Many thanks

Simon North
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To

	

Sarah Clarkson

Company Gallaher

From

	

Mark Phillips

Fax number

	

01932 832599

Date 07/05/99

Subject

	

Al-Fayed topical ad
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Dear Sarah

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

Please find attached the final version of the Al-Fayed topical ad . It will be running in
the Independent on Sunday. The cost for this is £2,000 . I will send over an updated
estimate on Monday morning for the production costs .

Hope you had a good weekend and with best wishes

Mark Phillips

33-34 Soho Square London W1 V 6DP
Telephone (Direct Line) 0171-292-4142

	

Fax 0171-292-4013
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To

	

Sarah Clarkson

Company Gallaher

From

	

Mark Phillips

Fax number

	

01932 832599

Date 07/05/99

Subject

	

Topical media schedule
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Dear Sarah

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

As regards the topical Al-Fayed ad, these are the publications in which we can still
book space. The position is not guaranteed in any of them - in case of a major news
story breaking i.e . Soho bomb, etc. - but we are currently insisting on being adjoining
any Al-Fayed editorial .

As the afternoon progresses the advertising departments will get a better grip on what
the editorial departments are doing. I will keep you informed about any further
information we receive throughout the afternoon .

The Observer can definitely guarantee that they are definitely going to run editorial
about this subject bearing in mind his past connections with this newspaper! We would
like to confirm this by 2pm. Please call myself or Adrian Marks on 0171 292 4229 .

Unless any other publications can guarantee same spread editorial, this would be our
only recommendation . However something worth considering would be a front of
section space (20x2) in the review section of Saturday's Independent.

33-34 Soho Square London W1 V 6DP
Telephone (Direct Line) 0171-292-4142

	

Fax 0171-292-4013

Sunday
Observer (Sunday) £2,400
Sunday Telegraph £6,000
Sunday Times £12,000
Independent on Sunday £2,000

Saturday
Daily Mail (Saturday) £8,100
Express £5,500
Telegraph £6,000
Independent (25x4) 1,800
Independent (20x2) 1,000

With best wishes

Mark Phillips
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Dear Sarah,

Morning - I hope you had a good weekend.

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

You will remember that we spoke last week briefly about our impending insertions in
various 'On-Trade' mags .

Our next two insertions are the Publican & Club Mirror . The Publican will be out for
the whole of August - the Club Mirror for the end of August / beginning of September.

I therefore suggest that we make a new black plate patch for the call to action box on
the ad that says the following:

Call 01270 214 499 to order your Hamlet Cigar Bar*
Call during August or September and receive your cigar bar for the special price of £99.

The cigar bar gives you 300 Hamlet cigars and a return of£122.80 .

(All figures quoted are exclusive of VAT when cigars are sold at RRP).

Is this OK?

I'll call you later to discuss.

Many thanks

Simon
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Dear Sarah,

Please find attached a better Topical ad to run this Wednesday.

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

As it is currently being predicted by the Weather Office that the South of the Country
will have thick cloud cover on Wednesday morning this idea does appear to probably
work!

I suggest that we look at the forecast first thing tomorrow and if it still looks as bad
(and you like the attached) we'll pull it all together fast.

We've approached Patrick Moore, but as yet haven't heard from him. . . . .

See you later tonight.

Simon N
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Dear Sarah,

Sorry to have missed your telephone call .

I have put the booking of the April edition of Food & Drink in hand. This will be
booked tomorrow morning at the agreed cost of £1,600 for a colour page .

Regarding the radio scripts, in particular 'Card', we would be happy to amend the
specific operation that 'Jack on Security' has had, if the relative severity of the operation
is a cause for concern. Perhaps if we changed the reference to 'appendix' rather than
'spleen' this issue might be resolved? It would also certainly lessen the likelihood of any
complaints, if we refer to a more routine operation .

I look forward to Barry's response to the scripts .

Yours sincerely,

Tara Campbell Golding

(W
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE
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Dear Sarah,

Many thanks for your fax.

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

We have a few concerns regarding the judgement criteria for approval of Hamlet radio
ads in general.

As you know, it is extremely difficult to rely upon each reader's interpretation of a
script as the actual delivery of the script in recording is often a complete transformation
of what we read on paper. Furthermore, the success of Hamlet radio ads is based on
their humour, which is entirely subjective . Whilst everyone has their own opinion about
each script, it would be dangerous to exclude scripts before recording stage, based solely
on a few people's likes or dislikes . For example, the 'Therapy' script was not perceived
to be terribly funny on paper, however the final execution was one of the most popular,
as well as award-winning .

Of course, we will always ensure that our scripts do not offend and, in the case of
'Card' for example, we are happy to make the amendment suggested to ensure this is the
case .

However, regarding 'Army', the Hamlet moment and the joke itself is based on the fact
that the soldier doesn't do anything . In recording, the silence following 'What do you
do' is, in itself, incredibly powerful . Perhaps we could make the reading of the endline
relate back to the subject matter of the script, and have it read in a Sergeant-Major
voice?

Regarding 'Neighbours', as we discussed in our meeting, the artiste's performance of the
neurotic man is key to the success of this script . We would not recommend rejecting this
script on the basis that some people find that the humour does not work on paper. A
recording of the script will determine its potential.

Overall, our common objective is to generate humorous, effective, award-winning radio
commercials for Hamlet in its last year of advertising . We make sure that the creative
development period generates the best scripts in order to achieve this . We would
therefore strongly recommend recording 'Army', 'Card' (including amendment) and
'Neighbour' and judging each execution as a radio recording rather than as a script .



I would be really grateful if I could leave these recommendations with you and I look
forward to discussing any issues you might have on Monday morning .

Kind regards,

Tara Campbell Golding
Account Director
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Dear Sarah,

I hope that you have received my parcel .

CW
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

I understand that you will be in a meeting for much of the afternoon . Therefore I would
be very grateful if you could let me know your comments regarding the Capital Radio
competition as soon as possible .

Hamlet maili_ns
The cost for each 5x4 transparency will be £48.50 and these will be done in 48 hours
from approval of the final selection. I also await your approval to go ahead with the
transparencies for Photobooth .

I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards,

Tara Campbell Golding
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Hi Sarah,

Please find attached four potential executions for the Miniatures campaign.

As you can see we have been quite literal with your brief. By giving the ads a bit of
attitude however you, by definition, target them more tightly to a specific audience (in
so doing you alienate another) . To get around this we believe that we should run a
number of executions that are quite tightly targeted in their media placement .

Rupert knows this and will probably already have sent you a revised media plan
worked up to a figure of £216k. As I understand it this leaves me with £34k for
production .

The subjects fall roughly into three areas :

You will notice that I have included the original "It's the little things that give you
pleasure" execution - I think that it would be important to keep this one in the mix.

The male ones now, as you can see, show the pack sticking out of a pair of jeans'
change / condom pocket . The idea would be to position these executions in the sports
sections .

The Female one shows a well manicured hand . To try to add too much in the way of a
wrist (to denote 'lifestyle') would probably over-complicate the shot .

What do you think?

I'll call you in an hour or two to discuss.

Simon North

Male Targeted
Female Targeted
Targeting Both

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE
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Dear Sarah,

Re: Hamlet mailing

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

I am writing regarding the proposed usage costs for both press and TV work in 'The
Very Best of Hamlet' mailing.

Unfortunately there are no strict guidelines regarding direct mail, only a general
directive that usage of print ads can command up to 75% of the photographer's daily
rate .

At the moment for print ads only, the relevant photographers are requesting around
£1,250 per execution. This would ultimately be negotiable on the basis that if they are
requesting too great a fee we would simply not use their specific execution. However, as
I have discussed with Marcus, it would be a great help if we could have a total budget
for all artistes and photographers usage fees .

Regarding the production of repro material, in some cases, the TV ads are so old that
they were actually shot on old-fashioned film . Therefore the process of running
transparencies of a still from each of the film is more expensive as the film has to be cut
before making a transparency . I have requested an approximate cost for this process so
that we can include production materials in our final budget .

At the moment we are looking at obtaining usage for the following TV commercials:
Photobooth
Tennis
Fancy Dress
Blind Date
Safari Park
Sculptor
Penalty wall
Bunker
In each case, for cost implications, we would recommend using a still which features as
few artistes as possible particularly in executions such as Penalty wall .

We will continue to obtain costs from relevant agents, but I would be very grateful if we
could be given a ballpark budget to work with, so that we can complete all the
negotiations as soon as possible .

Kind regards,

Tara Campbell Golding
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Dear Sarah,

Re : Hamlet Trade ads

CDP
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I attach proposed copy for the 'Left on the shelf execution' . In terms of the
photography, we would recommend shooting the pack by itself as well as the necessary
shot for this execution . It seems that this could then be included in the brand manual, so
that all agencies have access to an up-to-date packshot.

I also attach revised copy for the on-trade execution . We have taken into consideration
your concerns over reference to the wife's nervous breakdown and revised it
accordingly. We also feel that the revised version is improved as it refers to a cigar-
smoking moment. However we must emphasise that the solace is brought about by the
cigar bar rather than the cigar itself as we are promoting the sales of the cigar bar rather
than just the cigars (as in many cases, pubs already stock Hamlet but not necessarily 'on
display'). The mechanic has also been revised to include reference to a telephone line
instead of the previous coupon .

We are currently considering an alternative way in which we can visually show that he
has made a lot of money from Hamlet cigars as a visual of a burning note will almost
certainly raise legal issues . We will also ensure that the landlord pictured will not be 'old
or outdated' looking.

I look forward to discussing this with you.

Yours sincerely,

Tara Campbell Golding
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Dear Sarah,

Re : The Very Best of Hamlet - Usage costs

CDP
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I am writing to update you on the current status of negotiations regarding artiste usage
for the proposed mailing.

Press
Usage for the posters is relatively more expensive as guidelines, dictate that
photographer's are entitled to up to 75% of a daily fee. However final figures have
been agreed at around 30% of a daily fee.

Usage has been agreed as follows:

Mannequin )
Frog ) £2,000
Alien )
N.B . This has been negotiated on the basis that we will be using all three, we would
need to confirm costs if only one or two are used.

Lottery finger

	

£625

Golf - Quick Sand

	

£875 (to include usage for model)

TV

Negotiations continue for Gregor Fisher, but we hope that final usage will be agreed at
around £8,000 - £9,000

The following commercials could be used without usage due to lack of a featured
artiste :

Robot
Bunker
Hangman

As our artiste records in some cases are old, there are a few cases where there is no way
of tracing the artiste and current agent, despite searching agency directories and casting
books. I suggest that, in these cases, we keep a sum of £300 aside for each artiste which
we will pay in the event that the relevant artiste or agent calls us requesting a usage fee.



By law, the artistes union Equity ensures that usage is paid where necessary . We will
inform them that we will keep the relevant monies aside should the artiste or agents
contact us .

Those commercials with unobtainable artistes are :
Fancy Dress
Blind Date

Please see attached for current status for all other commercials .

We will continue negotiations as detailed on the attached . Please let me know if there
are any ads you would like us to look at which are not currently on the list. and if we
are pursuing usage for any commercial you will definitely not be using .

I will forward a cost estimate for producing the necessary transparencies as soon as the
final choice has been selected .

Please do not hesitate to call with any queries .

Kind regards,

Tara Campbell Golding
Account Director
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Dear Sarah,

Re: Hamlet Brand Manual

I am writing to outline our comments regarding the Hamlet Brand Manual .

In general we think the draft copy we have is very well laid out, clear and
straightforward and therefore will be of great use to all parties.

Please do not hesitate to call to discuss any of the above.

Kind regards,

Tara Campbell Golding
Account Director

CDP
PART OF DENTSU WORLDWIDE

Our suggested amendments are largely suggestions of alternative wording rather than
changing the meaning of any phrase or sentence:

To understand the History is to Understand the Brand (paragraph 2)
,. ..and pleasure that a smoker derived from a cigar but were not finding any way of
clearly communicating this as a simple idea .
' . . .It was a gusty evening and lighting a cigarette proved impossible .'
'His partner grabbed a pen, scribbled down the seemingly mindless utterance and spent
all of the evening thinking about it . The next morning one of the most famous lines in
advertising history was born .'

Happiness
We would recommend deleting the paragraph beginning 'Although in
communication . . .' . We do not believe that clarifying the fact that the consumer can
identify with the Hamlet moment even though he or she has not personally experienced
one, is required . The Hamlet Happiness is succinctly summated by ` the personal/inner
sense of contentment /pleasure that a smoker drives from the first puff on a Hamlet
Cigar.'
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Hi Sarah,

CDP
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Thanks for your comments about the Hamlet On-Trade Cigar Bar ad . . . I've got the
presenter coming over from Steve @ PMD - We'll work the ad up and get it back to
you. (I love the line . . .'Just what your bar needs - A cash machine' we're now working
on incorporating the notion of this being a new cigar bar etc.)

On a different topic we've come up with a potentially great topical idea . . .As you will
see from the two attached scripts.

The idea would be to record both, but then run one (during Thursday morning drive
time) depending upon who wins the second leg of the World Cup Qualifier (England
hopefully!)

Rupert has spent some time thinking about it . . .and believes we would probably want
to spend in the region of £50-60k to get really good coverage .

What do you think?

If England do win it will be a great topical ad - ie having a pop at the Jocko's .. .but if
they win . . . . the gag may not work quite so well . That said, if we don't win and
therefore don't qualify, the Country are going to pretty upset with the team.. .so the
idea of them all smoking Hamlets is probably a pretty good one!

Give me a call . . . .

Many thanks -and thanks again for the bottles. . .Tracy and I sank the red last night
and it lovely! It was very kind of you.

Simon North
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Dear Sarah,

Re : `The Very Best of Hamlet' - usage

I am writing to update you on the current negotiations for the mailing. We have found a
new website on the net which allows us to search actors by photo and therefore we have
managed to track down all those whom we previously regarded as 'unobtainable' . The
current status is as follows:

Approved for usage:

Awaiting final negotiation

Gregor Fisher
Baboons
Blind Date

CDP
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We would not recommend using Tennis unless absolutely necessary for two reasons.
Firstly, we do not have any stills of the commercial and to run a transparency from a
1974 film will be extremely costly . Secondly, in terms of usage, the appropriate still
would feature a minimum of six artistes and therefore is likely to be expensive in usage
terms alone.

Robot )
Bunker ) No usage as no featured artistes
Hangman )

Mannequin )
Frog ) £2,000 for use of all three
Alien )
Lottery £625
Sculptor £300
Toupee £550
Fancy Dress £300



I would be happy to re-open negotiations with all the necessary artistes for Tennis, if
that is a definite choice, but at the moment we are just persuing the aforementioned
three. I hope to have brought all negotiations to an end by the end of this week .

As discussed we will forward the production estimate for the necessary transparencies
once the final selection has been made .

Please do not hesitate to call with any queries.

Kind regards,

Tara Campbell Golding
Account Director
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Dear Sarah,

Re : Hamlet Topical

I hope you are well . We had a very good meeting with BLP this morning and we look
forward to presenting our collective ideas at our meeting on 18th May.

We have meanwhile spotted an opportunity for a topical ad .

CDP
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Following Jack Straw's rejection of Mohammed Al Fayed's application for a British
passport we definitely saw the opportunity to exploit this as a Hamlet Moment.
I attach our proposed layout .

Unfortunately we would be unable, at this time, to meet tomorrow's editions, but
perhaps we could book a relevant site for a weekend paper when there is likely to be a
reprise of the story?

I look forward to your comments .

Kind regards,

Tara Campbell Golding
Account Director
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Dear Sarah,

Re : 'The Very Best of Hamlet'

CDP
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As requested, a set of slides has been sent to BLP for each of the commercials requested,
save one.

The only one excluded at this stage was Photobooth, as we only hold a single still from
the film which is also incredibly poor quality. Therefore we need to resurrect the
original film from archive and run the transparencies from the film. I attach a
production estimate for the costs that would be incurred . I have discussed this with
Marcus and he is happy to continue using the scanned images of Photobooth at this
stage.

We will forward rough video-prints of each of the three stills that we propose for
Photobooth for your approval tomorrow, so that we can omit the slide stage, in this
case, and proceed straight to transparencies .

As discussed the total cost of the slides supplied to BLP is approximately £85. Upon
confirmation of the final selection we will run 5x4 transparencies . I will forward a total
cost breakdown for usage and all production costs once the final selection has been
made .

Regarding letters of agreement to artiste's agents, we have confirmed usage with Gregor
Fisher at £9,000 and sent a written confirmation . All other agreements await final
written confirmation that the relevant ad has been chosen to be included in the final
selection, to ensure that we do not receive invoices from artistes we will not finally be
using.

I would be grateful of your approval of the attached as soon as possible so that we can
proceed with producing all the necessary transparencies .

Please do not hesitate to call with any queries .

Kind regards,

Tara Campbell Golding
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Dear Sharon

Re : Hamlet Brand Bible

Following our receipt of Sarah's memo of 26th January, I am writing to outline how we
are proceeding with our recommendations for the Brand Bible.

We are putting together our recommendations under the following headlines:

Role of the Brand Bible
To Understand the History is to Understand the Brand
A Touch of Humour
Who is our Core Consumer?
The 'Hamlet Moment'
The Man is not a Fool
Happiness
Where do Hamlet moments occur?
Brand Proposition
Consumer Expression
The Line

Print guidelines
Radio guidelines
Topical advertising guidelines (for both radio and press)

If there are any topics which you feel we have not covered please let me know.

CDP
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There are certain elements included in the above (eg. specific elements exclusive to
point of sale material, money-off coupons etc.) which we will leave blank so that those
with expertise in those areas can put forward their recommendations .

Given the sensitivity of certain issues I am sure you understand why, at this stage, we
will forward a copy of our recommendations to Sarah for her comments before they are
forwarded to all agencies for discussion . She is out of the office until Friday, but as soon
as we receive her comment, we will then e-mail a copy to you so that you can make the
necessary adjustments to the format, order etc . before forwarding copies to everyone in
advance of Thursday's meeting .



Please do not hesitate to call if you wish to discuss any of the above.

Yours sincerely,

Tara Campbell Golding




